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SECRET /SENSITIVE 
(With Attachments) 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

THE WHITE: HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October Z9, 1975 

DICK CHENEY 

The attached Memorandum to the 
Kissinger, Schlesinger, Colby and 

These are the only Administration officials who have been advised 
of the contents of the Senate draft report. · We'understand that the 
Senate Committee may reach a final decision on publication today 
and it may go to the printer as early: as Friday; therefore, a quick 
decision is necessary. 

cc: Don Rumsfeld 

SECRET /SENSITIVE 
(With Attachment) 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Background 

SECIEf SENSITIVE 
THE WHITE HOUSE 

. WASH I NGTOI'II 

·October 29, 1975 

THE PRESIDENT 

As you know, the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence has conducted a 
detailed investigation of charges that the Executive Branch engaged in 
plotting the assassination of foreign leaders. Under your instructions the 

· va}ious intelligence agencie~ provided the Committee complete ac<:ess to 
all documents relevant to such, charges. These documents were highly 
classified and unsanitized, and no claim of Executive Privilege has been made. 
You provided the documents on the express assumption that they would be 
used by the Committee in a responsible manner. : 

-~-----·· -- ---'Fhe-final Report of the Committee on the assassination charges has been 
prepared in draft form and will soon be published4 · 

Under an agreement that they would consult with us prior to publishing 
classified materials, the Church Committee submitted to us a lengthy list 
of names, phrases and quo~tions extracted from classified documents 

.... ····•··-- ·····'-•.•hich they desired to include in their Report. Rather than approve such 
a list out of context, three senior persons from the relevant agencies went 

_to review the Report in its entirety. No other members of the Executive . 
Branch have seen the Report. · 

The three who have reviewed the report agree that its publication will 
be extremely damaging to the United States, that it will expose specific 
individuals who have been associated with these activities to serious 
risk ~f harm, and that it fails to resolve the issues raised by the inquiry. 
Their individual reports are at Tabs A. B and C. 

Official acknowledgement ·of assassination plotting by successive Adminis
trations ·of the United States Government would have an appalling and shattering 
impact in the international community. Without question, it would do grave 
damage to our ability to play a positive role of leadership in world affairs. 
It would provide profoundly harmful leverage to our adversaries and the 
resultant humiliation we would suffer would deal a serious blow to our 
foreign policy from which we could recover only with difficulty. In sum, 

1~;:::-c:> 
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~GRErz- SENSITIVE 
the report could result in grave harm to the United States' position in the 
world. In addition, it would expose specific individuals who have been 
associated with these activities to serious risk of harm. 

Issue for Decision 

What actions should be taken by you or your Administration regarding this 
Report in view of the potential harm from its-impending publication? 

Three broad options are present: 

Option 1 _:.. Take no action whatsoever to influence the Committee's 
decision of the Report. 

Pro: This option allows the Executive to maintain complete distance 
from the Committee and avoid any possible charges of coverup: more
over, it avoids any implication of Executive approval of the Report. 

Con: However, the Executive will have forfeited the opportunity to 
restrain a Report the publication of which in its present form will 

_______ __r.;;~u~P ~-c;.;g ..... H;r.~.n.t.hawm to the Ua.ited S.tat-...·'Eh,-·-A'l:ooJ-Wc-·-..vill·uu~t.-e···-···~----~-

clearly on the record in opposition to publication. 

Option 2 -- Take no official position but forward to the Committee· 
the three reviewers' comments and request the Committee consider· 
these views in revising their Report. 

Pro: This option apprises the Committee of our concerns on the draft : 
Report while maintaining the Administration's distance from the 
Report itself. It largely overcomes any charges of coverup./ 

Con: This approach may not be strong enough, in view of the· 
magnitude of the changes which would be required in the short 
time prior to publication of the Report~ The Committee may simply 
ignore such a communication. Moreover, this option gives to the 
Committee advice offered within the Executive. 

Option 3 -- Take an official Administration position, expressed · 
by yourself or a spokesman in your behalf, opPosing publication 
of the Report in its present form and stressing that the Committee 
must assume full responsibility for damage to the. Nation because · 
of publication. 

Pro: Strong action by the Executive may persuade the Committee 'to 
~se the most harmful areas of the Report. This puts you firmly on 
the record in opposition to a Report whose publication will harm the ' 
Nation. 

'"ftliaCi\iiT /SENSITIVE 
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Con: This option most clearly exposes you to charges of coverup. 

Should you select this option, there are the following positions 
available: 

A. 

B. 

That no Report be published. 

If you take this position, it will provide the most room for 
compromise; however. the .charices of stopping publication 
entirely are slight.' It most strongly exposes you to charges 
of coverup. 

That only the findings and recommendations portion of the 
Report be published. 

If you select this position, you will have recognized the 
Committee's intent to publish some form of an official 
report which acknowledges past 'assassination activity. 
This is the most feasible alternative noted by the three 
reviewers. However, this position will only reduce, 
not eliminate, the damage to the United States-foreign 
relations. 

C, That all sensitive sources and methods and any material 
the publication of which would subject individuals or 
groups to injury be deleted prior to publication. 

D. 

This position would eliminate one cause of harm in the 
Report. However. it will pose very substantial difficulties 
in actual implementation since it will require page-by-page 
analysis by the Executive and the Committee. One reviewer 
noted that this type approach would be infeasible because 
of the intertwined mass of sensitive data. Even if the 
Executive is successful in removing most of the material 
harmful to individuals and groups. damagf: to foreign 
relations will still result from publication. Moreover, 
the Executive will have become so enmeshed in the Report 
that it will have. de facto. approved its publication in 
that form. 

(Combination of A and C) That no Report be published, 
but if the Committee persists, all sensitive sources and 
methods and any material the publication of which would 
subject individuals or groups to injury be deleted prior 
to publication. 

SSGB &:r /SENSITIVE 
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Decision 

-4-

This position would offer a fall-back to accommodate 
Committee demands for a full Report and would offer 
hope for minimum protection of individuals and groups 
jeopardized by the Report in its present form. However, 
the difficu1ty of piecemeal sanitization must be emphasized; 
and it will likely entail de facto approval of the Report by 
the Executive. · 

1. No action whatsoever. 

Favor: 

Oppose: Buc~n, Colby, Schlesinger, Kissinger, Marsh 

Approve 

Disapprove' 

2. Take no official position but forward to the Committee the comments 
of the three reviewers and request the Committee consider these 
views in revising its Report. 

Favor: 

Oppose: Buchen. Colby, Schlesinger, Kissinger, Marsh 

Approve 

Disapprove 

3. Take an official Administration position, expressed by yourself 
or a spokesman, opposing publication of ~e Report in its present 
form. 

Favor: Buchen, Colby, Schlesinger, Kissinger, Marsh 

Oppose: 

J~tt{ Approve 

Disapprove 

SE--6-R-&-T /SENSITIVE 
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If you take a position: 

A. That no Report be published. 

Favor: Kissinger. (with fallback to B), Buchen (in combination with 
B), Schlesinger (in combination with B) 

Oppose: 

~ Approve 

Disapprove 

B. That only the findings and l"ecommendations of the Report 
be published. 

Favor: Colby (with fallback to C), Kissinger (as fallback to A) 1 

Buchen (in combination with A) I Schlesinger (in eombina- ' 
tion with A) • 

Oppose: 

Approve 

Disapprove 

C . That all sensitive sources and methods and any material the 
publication of which would subject individuals or groups to 
injury be deleted prior to publication. 

D. 

Favor~ Colby (as fallback to B) 

Oppose: 

Approve 

Disapprove 

(Combination of A and C) That no Report be published •. but if 
the CuwmiLi.t::1:: p~~sists, that ail sensitive sources and methods , 
and any material the publication of which would subject indivi
duals or groups to injury be deleted prior to publication. 

Favor: . Marsh 

Oppose: 

S!ltii\M /SENSITIVE 'SEE SENS.ITIVE 
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Approve 

Disapprove 

Under Pption 3 it is necessary to designate a spokesman for the 
Administration. This can be you or one of your officials. 

I will take position. 

Others ( --- ____ ) will take position: 

SEQl\tsT /SENSITIVE 
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~ECRET SENSITIVE 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

WASHINGTON,O.C. 20505 

SECRET /SiitiSITIVl!i 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D. c. 20500 

Dear Mr • .President: 

ZO October 1 975 

Forwarded herewith is the report submitted to me by Mr. S. D. 
Breckinridge of my staff after he reviewed the report on the subject 
of assassinations prepared by the Senate Select Committee to Study 
Governmental Operations with :Respect to Intelligence Activities. I 
directed him to give this information to me alone, and I am sub
mitting it herewith to. you alone, with copies to no one else. 

I know you are aware of and share my view that f:he subject of 
assassination attempts which may have been made in the past by this 
Government and this Agency should not be discussed in public. Your 
policy and position against such activity :are clear. In addition, this 
Agency in 1972 and 1973 issued specific internal directives that CIA. 
would not conduct, stimulate or support any such activity. This being 
clear, I believe that any exposure of events o:C the past on this subject 
could only do grievous damage to our country. Any countries named 
in the discussion would be particularly affected, but the impact would 
extend to others who might be concerned about such matters. Such a. 
discussion would also be used by countries and groups hostile to the 
United States in an extensive campaign designed to do maximum dam
age to our country's reputation and foreign relations by repetition, 
exaggeration, and extrapolation of any such report, . The fact that ~he 
subject has already been expostulated in the press and by unofficial 
spokesmen does not reduce the damage from an additional formal 
report by a committee given every possible access to official records 
and witnesses. The difference between informal comment on this 
subject and official :confirmation would add immeasurably to the· dam
age it would do to our country. I thus recommend most strongly that 

WHEN REMOVED FROM CLASSIFIED ATTACHMENT 
THIS DOCUMENT BECOMES DECLASSIFIED 
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you forward these views on my behalf to· the Senate Select Committee, 
adding them to whatever ma.y be your ovm, and seek its decision to 
forgo this action so destrucf:ive to our country, and of course inci
dentally to this Agency and its important intelligence mission. 

Three other features are clear from the attached report: 

a. The report clearly contains the names of a number of 
individuals with allegations or conclusions as to their involve
ment in such activities. ·I submit that naming such individuals 
in such a report exposes them not only to unfair and unwarranted 
public attention but to the danger of physical reprisal. As is 
clear from the attached report, this cannot be solved by merely
omitting a specific name when the identification can be ascer
tained by careful analysis of the surrounding facts and further 
investigation based on the information provided, especially by · 
a hostile political force or intelligence service. Publication of 
this report thus threatens the lives and the livelihood of a num
ber of officers of this Agency, and individuals associated with 
it, for having performed what. was conceived as their duty in 
years past along lines which we now find repugnant. Ex post 
facto punishment is prohibited in law. I believe it should be 
prohibited in this situation. 

b. The attached report indicates that there are still ambi· 
guities in the record as to the authorization and authority of 
action~ which molly have taken place in the past, due to a lack of 
records or the death or failing memory of participants. Thus, 
instead of clarifying the charges. and countercharges which have 
appeared in public on this subject, it appears that the report 
will only provide new ammunition for them and ensure a con
tinuation and intensification of public debate and recriminations 
on this subject. 

c. The high degree of publicity which would accompany any 
such publication, particularly any detailing of the events o£ the 
past, will have a major impact. around the world in foreign 
belief in the will and ability of the United States to maintain 
secrets. Any secret collaboration considered with the United 

-Bi:G liU~T /SEI~SfTf v 1!: 
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States for what might appear to be presently useful and proper 
reasons would be evaluated by foreigners and foreign govern
ments against the prospect that the United States would uni .. 
laterally repudiate such an understanding and publish in the 
future what it asks to keep secret today. This is already a. 
major problem for our intelligence operations abroad; they 
would be further burdened by publication of this report with its 
ensuing publicity. ·It is clear that' the same conclusion would 
be applicable to many of our foreign political; economic and 
military relationships. • 

For these reasons, Mr.· President, I urge in the strong~st terms 
possible that this report not be published. I believe the Senate Select 
Committee could perform its duty fully by pointing out the uncertain 
quality of the record on the subject, but the certainty o£ its view, which 
I know you share, that no such activity should take place in the future. 
Recommendations for legislation or regulation on this subject could. 
make a positive contribution to ensuring against any such activity in 
the future. Reports and recriminations with respect to the past can 
only be destructive to our country. 

Attachment 

SECRET /Se'NBITf'\1 ~ 

Respectfully, 

~ .~ r 1 11 
( _.\_ \.~· l_.c~ \ c~ .. 

W. E. Colby j 
Director/ · 
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MEI()RANOUM FOR: Director of Central Intelligence 

SUBJECT SSC Draft Report on Assassination 

1 .. On 16 and 17 October I reviewed the. SSC:draft report on 
· assassination. My review was for the express purpose of addressing 

the question of suchtsecurity revelations as there were; and that 
required correction if the report is to be considered for publication. 
Because of this my review was somewhat more detailed and technical 
than the review by the representatives of the Department of State and 
Defense~ I did, however~ also· reach more general conclusions4 

2.· Attached is a summar,y of the: problems raised by the disclosures 
by the draft report of the identities of persons assoc.iated with the 
various operations. The attachment also addresses the report's disclosure· 
of intelligence methods. · I have more detailed rough notes that I am pre
pared to use in discussions with the sse· Staff members· on these technical 
questions about the report; they are further reinforced by extensive · 
penci.l notations made on the face of the draft report provided for my 
review,. but which remains with the sse Staff.· If my reservations·are 
taken into account -~ some of them were conveyed orally in summary 
fashion late Friday afternoon -- some sections will require extensive 
revision. Mr. Schwarz stated that the SSC plans to act on the report 
this week; ,the required changes are so extensive that it is doubtful that 
they can be made within the stated time frame. ' I 

. I 

3. The editorial treatment in the report, and. the sel'ected format,, 
has resulted in anything but a crisp paper .. We were told that the sse 
experienced difficulty in reaching conclusions on some facts and simply 
decided "to let the facts speak for themselves." There is ia great deal 
of on-one-hand-and-on-the-other-hand discussion that 1leave~ ·something for 
everyone; it may reflect disagreement. within the Ccmmittee, and constitutes 
a poor compromise, making the report repetitious and discursive .. It is 
inconsistent in treatment of infonmation. shifting from application of 
strict tests of proof in some instances (what did the White House know 
and approve) to generalized interpretation (what-was the Agency's direct 

E-2 IMPDET 
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involvement}. The resulting presentation is incongruous on occasion -
an effort seems to have bP~n made to reinforce considerations absolving 
the White House of respons.bility for the events leading to the-deaths 
of Diem and Trujillo and planning against Castro, while dirett evidence 
to the contra~ is rationaiized into an apparent implication of Agency 
involvement in the death of Schneider. · 

4. Were there more time to critique the report. with a copy in 
hand, a more thorough and balanced treatment might be provided. Regardless 
of critiques , the report wi 11 1 eave the reader with one fundamenta 1 con
clusion. The degree of detailed treatment, showing high-level approval . 
of courses of action· that led to the death of foreign leaders, can only 
be injurious to the international status of the United States. The fuzzy 

· picture of executive responsi bi 1 i ty, as presented by the draft report, 
will be clarified by our foes and reported stridently to an obvious end •. . . 

5. Beyond the grave damage that publication of the report will do to 
the international position of the United States~ consideration must be . ~ 
given lesser aspects of the problem. If CIA were to survive the atmosphereP
created by the report, it would experience new difficulties in operating ~ 
abroad, as would any successor organization. Foreign agents. who must ] 
trust tne Agency to protect tnei r 1 i ves ,· ·wou"ici -- a:s they' re'po'r4ted1y· are ,_ 
doing already -- demonstrate a new reluctance to associate themselves . ~ 
with the American intelligence services. Foreign s~rvices, which now play.~ 
a key role in the American foreign intelligence effort, would have to ~ 
review the extent of their relationship with the intelligence services of 
a nation that cannot -- or will not -- protect its own secrets and, by 8 
extension, theirs. · · ;_ 

6. The sections of the draft report entitled Findings and Conclusions 
and Recommendations contain the conclusions that the United States govern
ment, and its instruments. have been engaged in planning assassinations, 
stating the Committee's opposition to such activity. and recommending 
lPQi~l~t.inn ~g~in~t. ~uch activity. Those sections. while providing the 
stark conclusions as noted, do not include the extensive detail of the 
preceding several hundred pages, with its many disclosures. Its publi· 
cation would be hannfu1 in general, but would tend to reduce the basis for 
succeeding criticism, thereby reducing the extent of the damage. Damage 
there will be, but limiting publication to the sections on Findings ~nd 
Conclusions and Recommendations may provide a ba~is for discussion w1th the! 
Select Committee. 

Attachment: 
As Stated 
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Security Revelations in SSC Draft F.. .!port on A~ sa.ssination 
_:;..--

1. In its present Corm the draft report makes extensive 
revelations o£ the names of individuals involved in the various 
operations. These must be reviewed for deletion prior to con
sideration of further treatment of the report. From this point oC 
view, alone, it remains a. highly classified docwnent. 

z. The report specifically nam.es a nUinber of individuals: 
Agency employees, employees o( other goverm:nent departments or 
agencies, cooperating individuals--both foreign and American--and 
agents. It so describes ot.hers, whose nam.es are concealed, that 
their identification is readily ascertainable. It is inevitable. in. · · 
such detailed review of the various events, that a good deal is 
reviewed about operational staff planning, a.nc:i operational patterns 
and techniques. These are treated below. 

Identification of Individuals 

Recording of Names 

The draft makes extensive use o! the 
trne names of employees, agents, and 
cooperating individuals who were involved. 

Those Now Dec eased 

The deaths ·of such persons as senior government officials 
and o£ Allen Du.lles, C. P. Cabell, Desmond Fitzgerald, 
Shef£ield Edwards, Tracy Barnes, and Salvatore Giancana 
may obviate the need to protect their names in association 
with the events treated in the dra£t report. eithe·r from personal 
retaliation or from harassment by unstable persons to whose 
Ai.h:.ui.i.I,IU i.1.u:=y ca.n: uruught by the publicity. The purpose o( 
publication in any event is unclear. 

'r_ :o. ···-- ., ~. ,...,A"~ -···· .. =· -L---·--····· ... -·· ---· ,......_._ ---· -....... -.. 
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Those Still Living 

The list oC names in the report of those 1 living; 
who had some role in the various activities, i. long.· The 
names picked out in the review of the draft are below: 

(1) · James O'Connell 
( 2) Robert Maheu 
(3) John Roselli 
(4) Santos T raf£icante 
(5) (FNU) Maceo 
(6) Tony Varona 
{7) · Juan Orta. 
(8) J. C. King 
{9) William Harvey 
(10). Samuel Halpern 
(11) Bronson Tweedy 
(12} Sidney Gottlieb 
(13) 
{14) Edward Gunn 
(15) (FNU) Gomez (otherwise unidentified in text) 
(16) Henry Dearborn 
(17) John Barfield 
{18) 
(19} Alonzo Berry 
( ZO) Colonel Wimert 
(21) David Phillips 
(ZZ) Justin O'Donnell 
(23) Glenn Fields 
(Z4} Lou Conein 
(ZS) John Richardson 
(26) David R. Smith 

This list omits persons not qirectly involved other than in the 
line of command, from the level of Deputy Director up. Two division 
chiefs are listed--J. C. King and Bronson Tweedy--and might, by reason 
of their seniority, be omitted from. the list of those whose names 
should be deleted. The list,· otherwise, is a mix of Agency employees, 
cooperating individuals,' and agents. The comments below first treat 
the question of Agency employees. 

- 2 -
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Agency r. £11ployees 

The day-to-day record of events is subject to .'relati-vely 
direct reconstruction, and the draft opts for detailed'' ;ecitation. 
In some instances, the format calls for. treatment of the same 
subject matter from more than one point of view. Relying on 
this approach, there has been extensive recording•of the true 
names of individuals. ,This is so extensive in some sections 
of the report that major editorial revision will be required to 
protect those entitled to it. 

Those employees still living--either still active or retired-
require protection Jrom whatever repercussions that might 
now from official connection with the reported events. They 
are entitled to this both in traditional terms ol protection of 
employees and agents in their work, and in terms .of separating 
them from such unpredictable incidents as may now from 
publication. 

Other U. S. Employees 

Publication o£ the names oC Henry Dearborn, "John 
Barfield (Department of State) in connection with the 
Trujillo affair should be omitted (Section E). Mention 
of Colonel Wimert (Section F) in connection· with the 
Schneider affair also should be accorded' the same treatment. 

Cooperating Individuals 

. . 
Robert Maheu, wh~teve.r publicity he has been given, is 

entitled to protection from official confirmation· of the press 
stories. Not only is he entitled to protection from direct. 
association in the Castro operation, he is entitled to protection 
from incidental revelation of his involvement in other unrelated 
activities (The report cites· his involvement· in an Onassis
Niarchos contest~ on which he reported to the government, and 
in making a motion picture to discredit a foreign leader). 

The Syndicate members through whom Maheu worked 
pose a somewhat different problem, but the same central 
issue remains. We cannot divine how publicity would impact 
on their future. Giancana is dead, presumably as a. result· 
of unrelated events, but how publicity would affect Tra.fficante 

- 3-
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and Maceo is debatable. Both are entitlea LO thi lrotection. 
Roselli, now engaged in deportation proceedinr. , ;nay wish 
the publicity to strengthen a claim to special c: '1Side~-a:fion. 

but he nevertheless is entitled to the same pro~ ..;ction that 
the others are. 

Great care is taken to conceal the identity of an action 
asset inside Cuba {Section D. I., pp 18-19}, but his true 
name appears at page 21. He is believed to still be alive, 
and is entitled to protection. 

The full name o£ Tony Varona appears often. (Section 
D. I. p 19, ff). He is entitled to protection. 

One man named in the draft, but unknown to this reviewer, 
(FNU) Gomez (Section E, p 5), should be checked Cor identi
fication. He would seem entitled to protection, in the context 
that he is mentioned. 

The name of Alonzo Berry is included (Section ·E, pp 16-22, 
p. 31). Although he has received publicity in the past, he is 
entitled to protection from official confirmation of his role 
in the Trujillo affair. 

Section F. pp 30-42. The listing by rame of a ntunber of 
Chilean of£icers, some of whom have been tried in Chile Cor 
their role in plotting, would reveal additionally contacts with 
a foreign power. This might open them to new charges at some 
time in the Cut~re. 

Reference Inaccurately Conveying 
Impression of Ooerational Involve

ment of American Citizen 

D. I. pp 28-29. In reporting the various schemes conceived 
at working levels in CIA to infect a diving suit, the impression 
is conveyed that Attorney James Donovan might be aware of 
what was being discus sed; while there is no evidence that he 
was. His being mentioned in true name, in this context. is 
subject to correction. 

- 4-
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Uninvolved Bvstanders 

' ----Recitation' of the Las Vegas bugging incident is' such as 
to expose both Da.n Rowan and the person associated .with him 
in the incident. OICicial. publication would give the press a Cree 
run at this unnecessary detail in a. private life. (Section D. L 
pp 13-17} •. 

Identification by Description 

In some instances. where the actu.a.l name is not recorded,. 
the description is such that the identification ca.n be made 
readily by knowledgeable persons. 

Section 0~ I. p. 4. The sum.ma.ry of an o£Cer by a Cuban 
pilot in July 19~0, to cause an accident that would kill senior 
Cuban officials, makes his identification a relatively simple 
thing for the Cuban DGI. 

Section 0. I. pp 29-34. The description of AMLASH/1 is 
such that his identity is fairly simple. Were there any doubt. 
the citing o! specific dates on which he was met outside Cuba. 
(pp 31, 33, 34 and 35} would make it very clear who he is. 
He is now in prison in Cuba and is entitled to this protection. 

Section E. Even if the name of COS Ciudad Trujillo is 
omitted, the title is still revealing to knowledgeable persons. 
More general· reference to cables to a.nd frorn the 11Station" 
would generalize the identity. assuming that any reference 
is necessary. 

'. 
Section F. p Z7. The COS is cited but not nam.ed. It is 

pre!erable that reference be to the "Station" and not to him 
a.s an individual. 

Section F. pp 30 -4Z. In conjunction with a listing o! 
t.;nt.tean otticers by nam.e (supra). the additional identi
Cication of a "Lieutenant Colonel. •• a '"Navy Captain." a.nd , 
an "Air Force G~neral," presumably not previously identified, 
could lead to Curther inquiry in Chile. General reference, to 
"Chilean military figures•• should suffice, if any treatment is 
necessary. 

- 5 -
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Section G. The use· of the pseudonym "I! .. c:~" Cor the 
in .:...eopoldvillc/Kinshasa woV\lJ,. b.e. illusory . 

if it is intended to conceal his identity. Thos'! (Cilo.vl~<ig-eable 
would soon penetr~.e H ~device. Some more ~enerar'reference 
to the CIA Station is a minimUin requirement~ 

Section G. p 13. The direct citation of Station use of 
a Congolese security man who was in liaison with the CIA Station 
would permit his ;ready identification. 

Cryptonyms 

The draft report employs cryptronyms o£ agents and , 
operations that probably should not ~e contested. New digraphs 
may be necessary in the Latin American Division (c. g., AMLASH •. ~ 

eo 
JM\VA VE}, but these probably cannot be avoided. Preferably ' :S 
they should not. be used, but the Rockefeller Report set a precedent ; 
that might as well be Collowed. ~ 

~ 

Section F. p 21. Reference to the initials "CAS" is no 
more than a designation employed by other ·government agencies 
in referring· to CIA in certain communications. ·It should be 
replaced by the "CIA" initials, ii used a.t all. 

Sources and Methods 

It is impossible to treat the entire subject of these various 
operations, recording day.-to-day activities in such detail, 
without revealing a great deal about patterns of thought and 
activity that will reveal a great deal to foreign intelligence 
analysts about CIA techniques, attitudes and modus operandi. 
The draft report is highly revealing, in its extensive detail. 
While it would be misleading in some respects, it nevertheless 
reveals a great deal about staff planning at lower levels {prior 
to elevating the results, if ever, for senior review), methods 
!ot> approaching potential agents (and considerations in how to 
try to bring them under control and direct them), use o£ cut
outs, etc. Some specific revelations are noted below: 

- 6 -
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-. 
Section D. L pp 22-28. ln describing HC!Vtrey's past and 

other roles, interesting. bits of information~ revealed to the 
knowledgeable analyst. Harve•·' s role with -#!.t '3erlin tu."Ulel 
is cited. Description of his lat. ... r division--,_ 

-could present an interesting organizational 
concept for the analyst. The recruitment of a foreign agent for 
his criminal talents. by a named Agency employee working for· 
Harvey {according to the draft report}, would be read by foreign 
analysts for what it was, a man to The speculation 
in the draft r_eport doesn't seem to support a rati.onale for including 
these bits of information. 

Section D. I. pp 29-34. It is noted above that AMLASH could 
be identified by the pattern o! his !oreign meetings. It also 
highlights the ability of the Agency to follow the coming-and
going of foreign intelligence targets, an item that would attract -~ 
the attention of Coreign CI analysts. , e :9 

..J 

Section D. I. p 38. Reference to a ·meeting in Madrid ] 
between AMLASH and anotherA genc:y operational contact,. ~ 
arranged by the Agency without the knowledge of either participa.t, · 
is a technique that should not be publicized. "! 

~ 
g 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301 

22 October 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Draft Assassination Report of the Senate Select Committee 
on Intelligence 

Attached for your information is a memorandum for the record 
pre'pared by my Special Assistant, Mr. Thomas Latimer, who read the 
Senate Select Committee's draft report on assassinations on 
Oc.tober 16 and· 17, 1975. . Mr. Latimer was one of a team of three 
administration officials·to read the report·under arrangements 
worked out between Mr. Buchen and Senators Chur~h and Tower. 

Briefly, it is Mr. Latimer's view after having read the entire 
draft report, that it should not be declassified:and made pUblic on 
the grounds that to do so·would cause serious damage to the foreign 
relations of the United States and would jeopardize. the lives of 
several individuals. 

t'P0~1 P':-:7.~'":•.; ·• ~ 

L;r:,~;!):t!U·;[ •/.~.· ····-' 



OFFICE Of THE SECRETARY OF DEfENSE 
WASHINGTON, D:C. 20301 

20 October 1975 

MEHORANDUM FOR TilE RECORI> 

SUBJECT: Dra"rt Assassination 'FP.port of the Senate Select Committee 
on Intcl1i~Pnrp 

Pursuant to nrrangcm~nts worked out between Mr. Phil Buchen, 
Counsel to the President-, and the Sennte Select Committee on Intelli
gence, Mr. William Hyland, (Sti1te Department), Mr. Scott Breckinridge, 
(CIA), and 1 read the l!ntire draft report on assa~sinat:(.ons :prepared 
hy the staff of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. I spent• 
the better part of two dayn, October 16 and 17,'1975, reading the more 
than 500-p::~cc draft report. Tile purpose of the exercise, as defined 
in Mr. auchen t s J ettcr to Senators Church and Tower on _9 October 1975, 
was :.t....lr the th n~e of us to give the Committee -our views regarding 
"particular quotations· and in regard to specific sccur:fty problems", 
wh:f ch the report might raise. 'Tile foll(lwing are my reactions to the' 
draft report on assassinations: 

-- Public release of the report, as it stands now, would do seri
ous d;1mar.e to the forcien rcln t:lons of the United States. Moreover, 
public relt>asc of the document would pl~ce in jeopardy a number of 
individuals, both U. S. citizens and cooperative foreigners who have 
been involved ln coup plots in recent years •. In addition, it is my 
vic>w that the n·port pn~scnts a grossly exaggerated pictur.e of the 
role ass:=tssinntion plottinp, has played .fn the foreign rf!lations of the 
Un:f.ted States. 

-- Seriout? damage to the foreign relations·of the United States 
by the public release of Lhc ar::;sassinntion report would occur in the 
following fashlcm. 11tc r_eport would be a windfall to the propaganda 
machi.nery of thl' Sovlet Union, Communist parties throughout the wor.ld, 
and all l'lP.lm•nt!;; ~hich actively oppose America's role in the world. In 
addition, the report identifies the cur.rent Secretary of St.1tc and thl;! 
prr.scnt· SJ\CEllH m; hnving hcc.•n :f.nvoJved in coup plotting against the 
Allende government :in Chile in 1970 lind tends to implic.atc both officials 
in ~ve-nts lemling to the dc.ath of Chilean General Schnh~der. There is no 
doullt lh~t c]cmC'nts hosUle to the United States would make great use. of 
this infornwt:ion to nttack both the Secretary of State and the SACEUR and 
to enormously complicate our rclationn with other nations, particularly 
in Western Eurnp~. 

DECLASSIFIED ClB!J:t!fi eo~ by ___ 'J1l_~__!ill_~~i :t.l--~~~~~!;~!)!= __ -·- __ -~--
dFK Assaas. Hoz .. c_ Ccllectiou Act of 1992 1.~li:'.'J.;P:r rliCJ!,f Gt:NlmAL D.~:crt.!7::;:-·rr.,•.nr.!l SCIJEi>ULB OF 

v=~.tt l1l/l>~'tf(2l!9 . EXZ;:t:Uii\'1:: OlWER llf,•:.:.:: •. r·:xr!;,;r·no;·J C.\TJ·:GOHY' _..J.. ___ • 
!)j:CLASS!F'f ON.irup.ossih.lc _ to_ dct~·rmi nc.!. NAR.A date sj(/ja ByJ!!iii .. 

·"'•r....,....,......_.. ...... .. ·- ·----... , .. _, - ........ --·· ·-- •. ¥ • ·- ..... .. • ·---... - •••• - •• ··.- .. - -- ...... 
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mET SE-NS.tTIVE 
-- 11te lengthy draft report on assassinations identifies by name 

a great many individualR, particularly American citizens, as having 
been involved in coup plotting or assassination plotting. ~~ny of 
these individuals are still alive. Some might become the targets for 
hostile action by friends and associates of the people against whom 
coups and assassinations were alledgedly attempted. Moreover, certain 
foreign indivi.duals arc so clearly identified in connection with assassina
tion plots or coup plots as to make their identification a very easy: , 
matter for foreign security agencies. At the very minimum, the reputa
tions of American citizens named in the report would be damaged even , 
though they ~y have done nothing· illegal or unsavory. 

-- In fact, the report mentions so many individuals nnd operations 
as to make any attempt at piecemeal sanitization meaningless. The 
report, as written, would either have to be declassified intact or 
remain classified. . 

-- Damage done to the United States by the release of this report 
would be enhanced by the fact that it would be an official document of 
the United States Senate. Even tltough much of the information contained 
in t~~~ report has previom;ly been in the news media~ the very fact that : 
it would now appear in an official document of th~ United States Govern
ment would greatly increase its usefulness to. foreign propaganda machinery 
hostile to the United States of America. 

Although the report notes that the Senate Select Committee's 
investigation did not disclose even one c:ls·e in which a foreign' leader 
has actually been assassinated as a direct result of action taken by 
an agency of the United States Government, this conclusion is blurred 
in the overall1report. It is my belief, after having read the entire 
draft report, that this should be the main conclusion. Of the five 
case studies which the Committee ihvestigated .nt great length and in 
great detall. not one individual was found to have been assassinated, 
either :ls the result of an order by a President of the United States 
or as a result of any direct action taken for that purpose by an agency 
of the United States Government. It is true, as the report notes, that. 
several indiv:ld\;als have been killed as a result of coups which our 
government either aided ·or had knowledge of. In no case~ however, did· 
our Government encourage those ki111ngs. It is also apparently true 
that the Centrnl Intelligence Agency planned to attempt to assassinate 
two foreign lea<lE'rs, Lumumba of the Congo and Castro of Cub<'~, but it is 
not clc·ar from any of the evidence that in either case an attempt W3S ; 

actually made. 

-- I believe the purpoRt'S of the Committee could just as well be 
served if it published it~i findings, conclusions, and recommendations 
without thn !nass of dt'tni.l which names individunls, associntes them 
with unsavory plots, ~ndangcrr. some foreign indiv]duals, nnd in certain 
case,; even American citi7.cns .·md pt·ovldes <lamar,ing J.nform . .-ttion to enemies 
of the United States to be u:;ed against our own government. 
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. . .. · . . . . 

.. l .. hJJ:ve...p.rcsented my viewf:: orally on the assassination report to 
Mr. Frederick A. 0. Schwarz, Jr., the chief.Counsel to the Senate 
Select Committee on Intelligence. 

·~\L...,,~ K. 1.-L~~--
Thomas X. Latimer 
The Special Assistant 

SE£RH SENS.JTIVE 
0ECREf 
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· SENSITIVE 
~.ttiEITMENT OF STATE 

THE Dl RECTOR OF INTELLIGENCE AN C RESEARCH 

WASNINGTON 

SDC~/SENSITIVE 

October 20, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR·THE RECORD 

As a result of an agreement between Mr. Buchen and the 
Senate Select Committee counsel, Mr. Schwarz, I read the· 
draft report of the Committee on us involvement in assassina- · 
tions of foreign leaders. 

In my view the ReEort should not be EUblished in full. 

It will do irreparable damage to the reputation of the 
United States, not because of the findings on assassination, 
but because of the infinite detail that is presented about 
the inner workings of the Executive branch on a subject matter 
that was never at the forefront of high level concern. By 
taking a broad approach to the problem and rehearsing in great 
detail the flow of documentation and discussions, the impression 
is created that the TJS was preoccupied with plotting the 
removal of foreign leaders, whereas the report itself finds 
that in two cases out of five this plotting was actually carried 
on, but at a middle level, with no Presidential approval. 

The report repeatedly strains to find some evidence 
that there might in fact have been approval at the Presidential 
l~vel; in doing go, the report handles much of the evidence in 
a highly dubious manner: for example, giving equal weight 
to one single witness 15 years after the,fact, to draw an 
ambiguous conclusion about Presidential approval casts doubt on 
the report's purpose. 

In fact, the report concludes that in three cases examined 
there ·is no direct evidence that the US at any level engaged 
in plotting of assassination. Thus, the question is raised 
why any detail should be presented in these instances. By 

. presenting considerable material in these three cases, nothing 
constructive is accomp·lished: in two caoes, there are revelations 
about covert programs, even though their relevance is tangential. 

SEC~T/SENSITIVE 

SECRET SENSITIVE 
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Thus, the presentation of the full report rather than, 
say, the findings and conclusions, will only offer material 
for anti-American elements abroad who will find a vast 
resevoir of both'trivia and more significant documentation 
to indict the US~ Since very little of the evidence cited 
is needed to.prove the overall conclusions, the release of 
this minutia serves no legislative or foreign policy purpose, 
nor would restricting it to a classified report prevent the 
American people from learning the Committee's findings. 

Moreover, the report makes only a feeble effort to 
protect the privacy or personal· reputation of the personnel 
interviewed, or those that appear in the documentation. 
There is a danger of retaliation for many of the officials. 
Unfortunately, it is' .almost impossible to disentangle 
testimony from documentation. It wouldbe a monumental· 
effort to purge the.report of documents supplied from the 
Executive branch and, of course, the ·testimony was taken by 

.. t:he .C.ornmi..ttee- on- the basis of this documentation. 

Another issue is not whether such information should 
remain classified, but whether its release creates a precedent 
that is tolerable in Congressional~Executive relations. Thus, 
if some future ·committee claims that it can release NSC 
minutes, memoranda of conversation with the President, 
Presidential directives,. minutes of the 40 Committee -- the 
potential for damage to our foreign relations· is without 
bounds. 

At a very minimum, if the report is released, it ought: 
to be established that no precedent is'created. After the 
publication of this report no government or political group. 
will have any confidence that they can enter into a confi
dential relationship with the US on matters of great sensitivity. 
The decision to reveal, not the narrow basis for assassination, 
but a broad range of our actions in other countries, ·including 
operations of only five years ago, will have to be read by any 
current or future group desiring any US assistance as a clear 
liability. 

Finally, there .is the impact on· current foreign relations: 
(1) damage to the US in Latin America, where three of the 
investigations are concerned, but only one involves an actual 
assassination plot; (2) damage in Africa (Zaire) where some 
of the people discussed are still alive and in power, and 
cooperating with the us. 
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In sum, it is impossible to see how a positive purpose 
is served by releasing the report in its full detail. The 
findings could easily stand alone, and their release would 
meet the Committee's charge to investigate assassination 
plots. To release all of the report as an unclassified 
document would needlessly and recklessly damage the United 
States. To quote from the Committee's Chairman,.in one of his 
interrogations of Ambassador Helms: " ••. since these secrets· 
are bound to come out, when they do, they do very grave 
political damage to the United States in the world at large· .•• 
revelations will then do serious injury to the good name and 
reputation of the United States." The argument for non
release could not be better summarized than in this 'statement 
of Sen a tor Church. 1 

LJ~,H : 
William G. Hyland 

B~eftET(SENSITIVE 
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